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D
esign competitions are becoming increasingly com-
mon, especially in the field of mobile robots.
The sponsorship of such competitions
ranges from local clubs of enthusi-
asts to large professional organi-

zations, such as the American Association
for Artificial Intelligence (AAAI), which
sponsors the annual AAAI Mobile Robot
Competition and Exhibition as part of
their annual conference. Awards for com-
petitions vary from certificates of merit to
significant prize money; for example, the
Association for Unmanned Vehicle Sys-
tems (AUVS) Annual Ground Robotics
Competition awards $5,000 to its first-place
winner, $3,000 to the second place, and $2,000 to
the third place.

The Colorado School of Mines (CSM) has been a leader in
fostering the intellectual development of its students through

design activities [4]. One outcome of this emphasis has been
the incorporation of national design competitions di-

rectly into the classwork of its “Introduction to
Robotics and Computer Vision”(junior/se-

nior level), “Advanced Robotics and Com-
puter Vision” (graduate level), and “Field
Session” (computer science design
practicum) courses offered by the De-
partment of Mathematical and Com-
puter Sciences. The intent of these
efforts is to improve students’ design
competence and intellectual maturity by

taking advantage of the opportunities af-
forded by robot competitions.

This article reviews experiences associ-
ated with these courses and their design teams

over a five-year period. The design teams met the
objectives of each course while earning one first-place and
four third-place awards plus $5,000 in prizes as well as produc-
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ing seven papers. Based on these positive experiences, I en-
courage others to integrate competitions into classes and offer
recommendations on how to facilitate the process. Although
the focus of this article is specific to classroom education, it is
expected that these observations will also provide insight into
the incorporation of design competitions into the general ed-
ucational experience. A competition can reinforce key con-
cepts of a course and bring reality to an AI robotics project,
while producing a viable entry. Other teaching opportunities
not covered in class, such a budgeting, improving communi-
cation skills, etc., are not discussed in this article.

The article begins by contrasting the objectives of competi-
tions versus educational experiences. The conclusion is that
certain portions of competitions can be an important tool for
fostering intellectual maturity, as defined by the Perry Model
[3]. Next, a classification of the major international robot com-
petitions is presented. Background information on the courses
is presented next as well as how that influenced matching classes
to a specific competition. How the courses were organized to
take advantage of the competition topics is discussed next, with
particular emphasis on grading and class size, the spectrum of
philosophies for managing competitions, and the difficulties
with cooperative learning. A section on fielding a team by inte-
grating the class projects is also included. The article concludes
with a synthesis of the experiences at CSM into a general strat-
egy for incorporating a competition into a robotics course.

Competition versus Education
The goals of a competition often have a surface intersection
with the topics addressed by education. However, competi-
tions focus on winning (although some define “winning” in
terms of design rather than performance), whereas education
concentrates on teaching the methods that ultimately lead to
success. Instructors use a variety of techniques in the class-
room, most notably laboratory exercises and projects, to en-
sure that each student has the opportunity to meet the learning
objectives. The Perry Model suggests that a competition can
aid the intellectual maturity of students who are beginning to
accept that there may be more than one right answer to a
problem. The primary issue for an instructor is how to identify
and integrate the appropriate aspects of a competition into the
laboratory and project assignments.

Competition Goals
The sponsors of robot competitions generally cite the follow-
ing reasons for the competition:

� to evaluate progress of the community in some aspect of
mobile robotics (for example, walking platforms);

� to encourage undergraduate students to get more expe-
rience with mobile robotics, thereby improving both
the quality of students going into the workforce and the
number of students willing to make a career in robotics;

� to expose undergraduate students to faculty and research
issues, thereby encouraging them to consider graduate
school;

� to encourage graduate students and their advisors to
consider pressing but unsolved issues facing robotics, in

effect, “mini” grand challenges of a field;
� to encourage interdisciplinary interactions

between academic researchers in the hopes
that such endeavors will become common-
place; and

� to have fun.
The potential impact of these competitions on

research should not be underestimated. The AAAI
national conference hosts increasing numbers of

demonstrations of software agents playing competitive games.

Competitions and the Perry Model
While competitions clearly offer something to the research
community, they also offer a more immediate payoff to the
general educational development of the individual student. A
competition provides additional extrinsic motivation for the
students to mature according to the Perry model of intellectual
development [1]. Perry’s model defines nine stages of increas-
ing complex reasoning. Paraphrasing, positions 1 and 2, dual-
ism, reflect a student’s attitude that right and wrong answers
exist for all problems. At position 3, early multiplicity, students
realize that knowledge includes methods for solving problems
and that there may be more than one right answer to a prob-
lem. Students reach position 4, late multiplicity, when they be-
gin to think and analyze about the diversity of possible
solutions. At position 5, relativism, students evaluate solutions
from different contexts. At positions 6-9, commitment within rel-
ativism, the students are able to take into account that the
world is a changing place.

A competition involves a clearly defined but open-ended
problem to which there are many possible solutions. The stu-
dents must be largely self-reliant to understand the problem
and to apply their knowledge and problem-solving methods;
they must function at the least at the early multiplicity position.
Working voluntarily with other students encourages the stu-
dent to identify and evaluate a variety of opinions stemming
from the scientific literature, the professors, and other stu-
dents, which should move the student to a late multiplicity posi-
tion. The typical team organization of an advisor plus student
members lends itself to a realization of relativism, whereby the
teacher serves as a consultant instead of an arbiter. The goals of
the competition, as opposed to other potential applications of
robotics, serve to stress the contextual aspect of applying
knowledge.
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In addition to the general intellectual maturation of the stu-
dent, a competition provides a forum in which to acquire and
exercise specific job-related skills. Mobile robot competitions,
in particular, require sophisticated software, interdisciplinary
interactions, and teamwork. It is difficult for the students to
make progress without applying good software engineering
principles, especially testing and debugging strategies. The

students will probably need to collaborate with students from
other disciplines; for example, the smooth control of a mobile
robot depends both on the power train and how fast the soft-
ware can update what the next move should be. A good com-
petition is designed so that it is virtually impossible for a
one-person team to succeed, so interpersonal and project
management skills are continually challenged within the team
and refined.

Issues in Utilizing Competitions
Given that a competition offers an opportunity for intellectual
growth, the real guidelines in capitalizing on the educational
opportunity include the following.

Identify where the students are on the Perry Model scale and what
aspects of the competition will help them to reach the next stage. Each
class is different, but a useful heuristic is to assume that the ma-
jority of the undergraduates are at position 3 (early multiplic-
ity). Internal assessments of graduating seniors at the Colorado
School of Mines indicates that the majority have not reached
position 4 (late multiplicity) by graduation. In order to reach
students at positions 3 and 4, the instructors should identify
topics within the competition and focus on how the methods
covered in class apply to solving those topics rather than on
how to generate novel solutions. One approach is for the in-
structor to specify a small set of approaches taken by previous
entrants to one aspect of the competition (e.g., topological
navigation), have the group of students read the associated pa-
pers, and present an evaluation of why those methods suc-
ceeded (or not). A position 4 group (e.g., gifted
undergraduates) might be given a more open topic and only
one or two starting places in the literature.

Ensure that the appropriate educational component is integrated
to the competition experience. A competition offers the potential
for an educational experience, but it doesn’t guarantee it. As
with other team projects, negative events can reinforce a stu-

dent’s tendency to shun teamwork (“I could have done it
better by myself.”) or to transfer responsibility to another
agent (“It was my partner’s/the hardware’s/the soft-
ware’s/the competition sponsor’s fault). The competition
experience should be orchestrated so that the students have a
reasonable chance to succeed if they proceed correctly, to
discern the cause of failures as they occur, and to make cor-

rections if possible to prevent such situations
from occurring in future projects. The rela-
tively low level of intellectual maturity of
undergraduates favors the instructor provid-
ing the overall architecture and design so
that the students work on portions that are
both relevant to the course and have a high
potential for being completed.

Shelter students from extraneous concerns.
Competitions often involve many activities
that would not be encountered in a normal
laboratory experience: acquiring/maintain-
ing hardware, raising money, etc. While

these activities are likely to be part of a student’s future career,
they can take valuable time and attention away from the ob-
jectives of the course. Learning how to do a budget cannot re-
place learning how to program with reactive behaviors in an
introduction to AI robotics course or replace the reinforce-
ment from applying techniques covered in class to a
real-world project.

The above guidelines maximize the learning experience in
terms of advancing intellectual maturity. However, the pro-
fessor will have to spend additional time restructuring a com-
petition into “class-sized” pieces, as well as supporting all the
remaining responsibilities. This can be too much for professors
attempting to balance research, service, and other classes with
some semblance of a personal life. Therefore, the following
item is added to the list of issues.

Minimize the burden on the faculty advisor. In addition to the
effort required to integrate the competition into a class pro-
ject(s) and to supervise progress, the competition is likely to
necessitate extracurricular activity and travel. This places addi-
tional demands on the faculty member, as well as tying up var-
ious research resources (laboratories, workstations, robot
platforms) and travel money. Therefore, the faculty advisor
must have a strategy for both incorporating the competition
into the classroom and managing extracurricular demands.

A Classification of Competitions
The Robohoo website (http://www.robohoo.com) has a list of
major competitions and links to their home pages. Robotics and
Autonomous Systems publishes synopses of recent and upcoming
events in their “Robotics Competition Corner” section.

Robot soccer is currently very popular, both in its
RoboCup and MIROSOT (also known as FIRA) forms.
These competitions emphasize facets of multiagent control,
although MIROSOT tends to be less about AI and more
about building microrobots. The AUVS sponsors three com-
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petitions: ground, aerial, and underwater (a new addition).
These competitions tend to pose grand challenges that persist
for four or five years until the state-of-the-art catches up. The
AAAI Competitions vary from year to year but the events
stress software-oriented entries. A new series of events and
competitions involving the Khepera robot have gained in
popularity. The SAE Walking Machine Decathlon and ASCE
Lunar Construction competitions usually generate clever me-
chanical solutions, ignoring software despite the clear need.
BEAM robotics and its cousin, the International Fire-Fighting
Home Robot Contest, is often too simple to reinforce any-
thing beyond the most straightforward reflexive behaviors im-
plemented in circuits.

The various competition websites often do not give a clear pic-
ture of what the competition entails. Murphy [2] identifies five
key questions and attempts to describe the spectrum of answers.
Table 1 shows a subjective rating of each of the major competi-
tions. These ratings are based on an examination of the rules and
actual participation for the past years of the competition.

Typical Participants
Possibly the first question an instructor should ask is: is the focus
of the competition appropriate for the team’s intellectual level and
goals? For undergraduate computer science majors, one aspect
of this question is really asking whether the competition is a)
suited for computer science majors who tend to be comfort-
able with programming but not constructing platforms or b)
does it require significant mechanical or electrical engineering
skills? The AUVS Unmanned Ground Robotics (UGR)
Competition poses a vehicle guidance problem that sounds
perfect for AI and computer vision. In practice, the majority
of entries are from mechanical engineering departments.
While the coursework can emphasize the software portion, a
computer science team may not be able to field a viable entry.
Some competitions implicitly favor Ph.D. students who are

using the competition as a problem domain for a research
question (for example, using aerial vehicles as a test case for
real-time visual control), while others target providing K-12
students with an opportunity to work with circuits.

The “Expertise” and “Educational Level ” columns in Table
1 attempt to rate the major competitions in terms of the real tar-
get participant. The expertise is divided into hardware and soft-
ware, and rated as either weak (W), medium (M), or strong (S).
The education level of the team members is divided into K-12
(K), undergraduate (U), MS (M), and PhD (P). The participation
for each competition is hard to categorize crisply and is treated
more as a fuzzy set. For example, successful AAAI competition
teams almost always consist of Ph.D. and M.S. students, with
one or two undergraduate members. Undergraduate teams have
tended to fare unevenly. Two high school teams have appeared
at the competition only to quickly withdraw.

A related issue is How much faculty involvement is necessary? The an-
swer, of course, depends somewhat on the team, but some compe-
titions are harder than others. In the AUVS aerial competition, the
winners tend to be teams led by one or two graduate students whose
Ph.D. thesis was a key element. The AAAI competition typically
has a clear graduate student flavor; the only undergraduate teams
who do well (both in score and in general respect from the robotics
community) have had a clear involvement from an advisor active in
research. Among the soccer competitions, RoboCup has a strong
research focus, which suggests a high level of faculty supervision
would be needed to field an undergraduate team.

Novice Entries
An important criterion for an instructor to consider is: Is the competi-
tion amenable to new teams? Making a competition accessible is a very
difficult part of being an organizer. The AUVS competitions assume
that the team has been working on the entry for years; indeed, the
latest aerial vehicle competition is so complex, it expects a three-year
commitment. One of the biggest challenges for the AAAI Compe-

tition is how to make sure the events
are challenging enough to promote
interesting solutions but not so hard
that the robots look incompetent to
the larger AI community. A new ap-
proach in AAAI is to offer an en-
try-level event focused on the
state-of-the-practice. Competitions
such as RoboCup explicitly encour-
age sharing of code and hardware
designs. MIROSOT offers extensive
workshops in the summer for new
competitors. Table 1 has a “New”
column indicating whether the
competition is generally supportive
of new teams.

Equipment Restrictions
Does the competition specify, restrict,
or expect certain types of hardware?
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Table 1. Rating of the Characteristics of Major Competitions

Competition
Expertise
H S

Education Level
K U M P

Support
New Teams?

Equipment
Restrictions?

AAAI W S N W S S Y N

Aerial Vehicle S M W W M S N Y

BEAM S N S S N N Y N

Ground Robotics S W N M S W N Y

Khepera N S W W S S Y Y

MIROSOT S M W M S S Y Y

RoboCup M S W W S S Y Y

Underwater Vehicle S W N N S S N Y

Walking S N N S M W Y Y

Ratings: S = strongly, M = medium, W = weakly appicable, N = not at all.
Expertise is either on hardware (H) or software (S).
The target participants are either K-12 (K), undergrads (U), Master’s (M), or Ph.D. (P)
Does the event support new teams or require specific equipment: Y = yes, N = no.



Clearly, a Khepera competition requires Khepera entries.
Other competitions do not specify the hardware, but the rules
implicitly favor a certain type. For example, the AUVS
Ground Robotics Competition rules were originally written
with a golf cart in mind as the typical vehicle. Smaller vehicles
based on a children’s battery powered jeep were able to take
advantage of favorable layouts of obstacles. Likewise, recent
winners of the AUVS Aerial Vehicle Competition have all
been hobby helicopters using differential GPS for control. Ta-
ble 1’s “Equipment Restrictions” column shows competi-
tions that have significant hardware requirements.

The wrong equipment can put a competition out of reach
for a team, in spite of the quality of the software. However,
the right equipment can be beyond the reach of anyone ex-
cept researchers active in that particular field. This also intro-
duces the risk of using expensive research equipment for
educational purposes. Competitions such as RoboCup and
MIROSOT have small leagues where individual robots can
be constructed for approximately $500 US. MIROSOT goes

even further and permits a hardware-oriented team to build
vehicles for a software-oriented team. Also, from time to time,
robot manufacturers offer to loan vehicles or sensors to certain
teams.

Regardless of the source, hardware must be available and re-
liable in order for the class to proceed smoothly. Given the de-
mands of research and a general lack of funding for the
replacement of expensive equipment, the use of research equip-
ment for education presents a fundamental conflict. Students
new to the area need time on the robot, while faculty and re-
search assistants also require access to the equipment. Classroom
students can jeopardize the research activity of a laboratory if
they mistreat equipment. The dual use of equipment can liter-
ally bring research to a halt. The author notes, however, that
only minor damage occurred in the research laboratory during
educational use. The students have generally been very protec-
tive of the robots and felt privileged to be trusted with them.

Time management of robotics equipment for both research
and education can be complicated. Student competitions can
require that the robot unavailable for a sizable portion of time.
For example, a robot was shipped to RoboCup in Japan. The
robot entered the country with few problems, and only a day
late. (In another competition, a competitor’s entry arrived be-
ing not only late but upside down, damaging the robot beyond
on-site repair.) When shipped back, a rubber wolf mask on the
stereo camera pair, to make the robot look more animal-like,
was not explicitly listed on the manifest. It resulted in over two
months of delay before the robot arrived back in the United

States, significantly interfering with another research project.
Contention for equipment also hampers evaluation. Rarely was
a class able to access the CSM robots long enough to produce a
statistically significant analysis of the robot’s behavior. Since
evaluation is critical in science, this is especially disturbing.

Costs and Rewards
Finally, what’s in it for the team? Using a competition for a class-
room exercise is one thing, but it is another set of issues to ac-
tually enter the competition. Entering a competition means
traveling to it, as well as shipping the robots. Some competi-
tions offer travel scholarships (although it appears only AAAI
maintained this practice for 1999), while others offer prizes. In
order to maximize the amount of travel money for students
traveling as well eliminate the week or two associated with
shipping, a robot was shipped only once to a competition.
Typically, the students and advisor drive to the competition,
often spending between 18 and 36 hours together in a van.
The first year’s travel from Denver, Colorado, to Washington,

DC, was in an unairconditioned van. The van got so
hot, the circuit boards on the robot got soft and flexi-
ble to the touch. After that, the team had an aircondi-
tioned van! Travel costs for the eight teams discussed
in this article averaged $2,200 for the robot and four
students attending a competition in the United States
and $4,000 for an international event including cus-
toms fees.

The rewards to the team also vary by competition and indi-
vidual preferences. Many students are eager to compete in order
to travel. Others are motivated by prize money. In 1997, a
group of advanced students was given the choice of working on
three different competitions: AUVS Ground Robotics held
outside of Detroit, Michigan, offering a $5,000 purse; AAAI in
Rhode Island, which was considered the most desirable com-
petition since CSM had a positive history of participation; and a
new competition, RoboCup, held in Japan. Funds were guar-
anteed for travel to Detroit or Rhode Island, but not Japan. The
majority of the students chose the AUVS competition; the next
most popular was AAAI, and one took a chance that funding
would become available for a trip to Japan. Ultimately, partici-
pation in all three accommodated all students’ tastes.

Matching Courses to Competitions
Three different courses resulted in eight teams for three differ-
ent competitions over a five-year period (1993-97). Two of
the three courses are taught annually during the Spring semes-
ter: “Introduction to Robotics and Computer Vision” and
“Advanced Robotics and Computer Vision.” A third course is
a follow-up to “Introduction to Robotics” and is taught for
six weeks immediately following the Spring semester. The
AAAI Mobile Robot Competition and RoboCup World
Cup were matched with the “Introduction to Robotics”
course, and the AUVS Ground Robotics Competition to the
Advanced Robotics course. This section describes each of the
courses, justifies the match to a competition, and reports the
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results. It also provides a discussion of lessons learned in
matching and how they might transfer to larger classes. The
next section details the incorporation of the competition into
the course organization.

Introduction to Robotics
“Introduction to Robotics” is an upper-level computer science
course that attracts approximately 15-30 undergraduates. The
undergraduates are usually juniors or seniors in computer sci-
ence or engineering. The course is a survey, concentrating on
software issues. Artificial intelligence was not a prerequisite, al-
though C++ programming experience and a course in software
engineering was. Engineering students typically met those pre-
requisites by virtue of being enrolled in the Computer Science
elective program. The objectives were the same each year.

At the end of this course, the student should be able to
demonstrate:

� a knowledge of the basic AI paradigms in robotics;
� the ability to design and implement a reactive behav-

ior;
� familiarity with common techniques for navigation;
� competence with common industrial vision and

machine perception techniques; and
� the ability to integrate sensing and action.
Undergraduate students at CSM are required to take

a six-week practicum called “Field Session” during the
summer after their junior year. Students who have taken
“Introduction to Robotics” were eligible to work in the
CSM Mobile Robotics/Machine Perception (MR/MP) Lab-
oratory for their field session, but with permission. Generally
the best performers in “Introduction to Robotics” opt to do
so, and for the purposes of this article, “Field Session” will be
treated as an extension of “Introduction to Robotics.” This
was the equivalent of offering a “Special Topics” or “Senior
Design” course for the best students the following semester.

“Introduction to Robotics” has been taught five times. Each
time, motivating examples and class projects were taken from
the AAAI Annual Mobile Competition and Exhibition and the
students attended the competitions. In 1997, when there were
32 students, a group of undergraduate students who had already
done robotics laboratory work were permitted to work on a
RoboCup entry as their project. In all cases, the author served
both as the class instructor and the team sponsor.

The AAAI competition was a good match for the introduc-
tory course on the conceptual level, because the events gener-
ally involve both behaviors and navigation, allowing the
students to use a hybrid deliberative/reactive architecture.
Events typically concentrate on having a robot act as delivery
person, going from one room to another, which is routine
enough to look easy, but challenging in practice. Furthermore,
it emphasized software development and integration of existing
research ideas, plus putting research into practice. Finally, the
author has an active research program in similar domains, pro-
viding the students with an architecture and reusable code
rather than having to write a complex system from scratch.

The competition was also a good match from the hardware
perspective, because it tended to favor indoor research robots
that are either slow and bulky (e.g., Dennings) or small and
mostly harmless (e.g., Pioneers). Either extreme is attractive
when teaching undergraduates who may not correctly pro-
gram the acceleration and velocity gains. Speed is generally
not an issue, and the competition arena is very similar to a ro-
botics laboratory. The team used a Denning-Branch MRV4
named Clementine for four years until she was replaced with
CRISbot, a Nomadic 200.

The primary disadvantage of the AAAI Mobile Robot
Competition was that in most years, the specifics of the rules
were not posted until the middle of the Spring semester. An-
other disadvantage was that the competition often favored
teams who were able to purchase or engineer hardware. For
example, in 1995, the team tied with the first-place winner on
computer vision performance, but it took fifth due to a pen-
alty for not having a manipulator on Clementine.

The 1993 and 1994 teams did not place in the competition

due to hardware failures. The 1995 team placed fifth in the
Recycling Trash event, and it was the only team composed
solely of undergraduates. In 1996 the “Introduction to Ro-
botics” team placed sixth in the office navigation event. From
1993-1996 the teams used Clementine.

In 1997, the “Introduction to Robotics” team competed in
two events, because the larger class size necessitated more pro-
ject topics. The 1997 team placed third, technical challenge,
and third overall in the Hors d’oeuvres Anyone? event using
CRISbot. They earned a third-place technical challenge award
in the Find Life on Mars event before a framegrabber failure
prevented them from competing in the final round. The robot,
Silver Bullet, was built by an interdisciplinary undergraduate
team sponsored by the National Science Foundation through
the Research Experiences for Undergraduates program.

The “Introduction to Robotics” team also participated in
the Expert Demonstration league of the RoboCup World
Cup competition held in conjunction with IJCAI-97. Ori-
ginally, the team was to compete in a large-size league of No-
madic 200 bases, but the other teams did not materialize. The
RoboCup entry was able to reuse computer vision routines
for segmenting and tracking a ball, allowing the students to
concentrate on docking and to apply results of evidential rea-
soning research.

Advanced Robotics
“Advanced Robotics” is a graduate course with five to eight
students, mostly from computer science. Half of the students
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are undergraduates who are taking the course as a technical
elective. The course is an advanced treatment of material pre-
sented in “Introduction to Robotics,” concentrating more on
artificial intelligence techniques used in mobile robotics and
situated agency.

“Advanced Robotics” used the AUVS UGR Competi-
tion as motivation. The students in “Advanced Robotics”
were better suited to take care of an outdoor platform (they
literally were more likely to bring it in out of the snow and
rain) and develop software for a more challenging environ-
ment. “Advanced Robotics” could have used the AAAI com-
petition as well, but since the both “Introduction” and
“Advanced Robotics” were always taught in the same semes-
ter, there would have been significant contention for the ro-
bot, and the undergraduates might have been stifled by the
graduate students.

The objective of the UGR competition is to have a robot

follow a road (white lines painted on a golf course) while avoid-
ing obstacles, climbing ramps, etc. Because the competition is
outdoors, a standard indoor research robot platform cannot be
used, the computer vision component is extremely more diffi-
cult, and testing is more involved. The MR/MP lab was loaned
an outdoor robot by Omnitech Robotics, Inc., a local Colo-
rado firm. In 1995, the team was given the robot outright.

The competition was a good match conceptually but a poor
match in practice. The competition participants were largely
drawn from mechanical engineering departments. Design doc-
umentation was later required by the competition, but the de-
sign phase was sponsored and judged by the Society of
Automotive Engineers and did not consider software. In addi-
tion, the competition was held outdoors and in 1997 a
framegrabber was damaged due to rain. It is unlikely that gradu-
ate courses at the University of South Florida (USF, where the
author has recently moved to) will make use of the UGR com-
petition, given the focus on hardware, the lack of participation
by teams from schools with a strong AI program, risk to hard-
ware, and no incentive for innovative AI and computer vision.

The 1994 UGR team took first place and a $5,000 prize,
while the 1995 and 1997 teams placed fourth and eighth, re-
spectively. All teams are considered successful, but the 1995
team was the most notable. That team used a more sophisti-
cated approach based on a thorough evaluation of the major
approaches to vehicle guidance, produced two papers, and
compiled a software library for use in further research endeav-
ors in vehicle guidance. The 1997 team was plagued by hard-

ware failures. Rain fell almost continuously for the three days
of the competition, and the framegrabber shorted out due to
moisture. The team did, however, produce an interesting ap-
plication of visual attention.

Course Organization
The organization of the “Introduction to Robotics” and “Ad-
vanced Robotics” courses were similar in organization, with
the competition serving as a theme for the course. Experiences
with assigning multiple groups the same subtask were mixed; it
appeared to hurt performance in the introduction course but
produced good results in the advanced course. Both courses
were managed with a “coach” style of faculty interaction,
which assumed that the students were at a position 3 or 4 level
of maturity. This coaching style was a balance between the in-
structor micromanaging the project and true cooperative learn-
ing. A true cooperative learning approach was deemed to have

serious drawbacks, especially given the intellec-
tual level of the students.

Grading Scheme
The “Introduction to Robotics” and “Ad-
vanced Robotics” courses used their associated
competitions as a theme throughout all aspects.
First, the competition served to motivate class-
room discussions of how a particular technique
would be applied to a real-world problem. Sec-

ond, the competition supplied the domain for homework as-
signments; e.g., “program a potential field to represent the X
behavior.” If the specifics of the competition for the class were
not available, the event of the previous year’s competition
served as the source of motivating examples and assignments. In
addition, the students used the classroom discussions and assign-
ments as scaffolding for their final project on an assigned topic
relevant to the competition.

Grading for “Introduction to Robotics” was based on
four components: 6-10 homework assignments (30%), three
tests (20%), outside readings (10%), and a group project
(40%). The individual homework assignments often in-
volved programming. They were intended to ensure that
each student had tackled each of the major topics of the
course, including potential fields, sequencing behaviors, top-
ological and metric path planning, and computer vision. The
group project was typically subdivided into equally weighted
milestones: simulation of the reactive behavior, implementa-
tion of behavior with ultrasonic perception, incorporation of
deliberation, replacement of ultrasonic perception with
computer vision, and final report. The instructor posted the
list of the topics for the project and let the groups decide
which one they wanted to tackle.

Grading for the “Advanced Robotics” course had a group
project (60%) and presentations based on outside readings se-
lected by the instructor (40%). The project was also subdi-
vided into milestones: literature search and evaluation,
implementation, and final report.
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Class Size and Competing Groups
A large number of class members makes it more difficult to en-
sure that each student participates. In “Introduction to Robot-
ics,” the competition task was divided into independent
subtasks and assigned to each student or group of students as a
project. These groups are intentionally small and consist of two
to three students. If possible, engineering students were paired
with computer science students to promote interdisciplinary in-
teractions. In two of the five years experienced, the “Introduc-
tion to Robotics” classes had many more students than subtasks.
In those instances more than one group was given the same
subtask, and the results of each group were compared. As ex-
pected, different groups did produce some diversity in ap-
proaches and results, but the duplicate assignments also
appeared to disenfranchise some groups. Feeling less critical to
the overall project allowed them to be more indifferent to it: if
their code didn’t work well, some other group’s code would.
One solution is to use multiple events or competitions for the
project.

Duplicating subtasks among groups produced different re-
sults with the “Advanced Robotics” course. It was common
in that course to have groups implement a different method
on the same platform and then compare results. This worked
very well, as the students were curious to see which technique
would work the best. While the groups were competitive,
loudly rooting for their algorithm to outperform the other
groups during trials, the groups worked together to fix control
problems, develop common code segments, etc.

The possible negative impact of competition in the class-
room is described in [4] and should certainly be avoided.
However, in both courses students were divided into groups
only to implement and/or evaluate cutting-edge research re-
sults and not to rank their individual performances. A group is
evaluated on their understanding of the approach, the quality
of their implementation, and follow-up analysis of the perfor-
mance. As a result, all groups usually receive an “A,” regardless
of which technique shows superior performance. Competing
groups learned as much as if they had been all working to-
gether. This observation is consistent with the study by
Sherman [8] on competition versus cooperation when teach-
ing biology.

As an experiment in motivation, a bonus of a half let-
ter-grade was awarded to the group in the 1995 Advanced
Robotics class that showed the highest performance in each of
two demonstrations. In the first demonstration, the student
groups had similar techniques, and the bonus grade served
only to motivate the students to keep adjusting thresholds on
the algorithm during the two-hour long demonstration. In the
second demonstration, one technique was clearly superior to
the other and the bonus grade served no purpose. It did not
appear to demoralize the second team since they knew that the
difference between an A and an A+ was negligible. The bonus
grade was deemed to be superfluous and was discontinued in
future classes.

Cooperative Learning Spectrum
In addition to organizing the project to accommodate class size,
the classroom instructor will need to consider how to best man-
age the learning experience. The experience of the author and
discussions with other advisors suggest that there is a wide range
of styles of managing projects related to competitions. There is
the true cooperative learning philosophy [4], which emphasizes
student involvement and interaction and little to no instructor
involvement. The cooperative learning approach is not recom-
mended, despite its popularity among educators for reasons
stated below. At the other end of the spectrum there is the
micromanager, where the advisor structures every aspect of the
experience. This was not utilized for any of the teams since its
educational merit and use of time was questionable. Most teams
were managed from somewhere in the middle of the spectrum
with good results. The middle of the spectrum is the “coach
style,” where the instructor closely supervises the activities of
the team (intended to encourage intellectual development) and
intercedes to make adjustments as needed.

Difficulties with Cooperative Learning
In the cooperative learning approach, the advisor serves as a
consultant, or benign remote manager, and the students are
expected to self-organize, identify the problems, generate po-
tential solutions, and evaluate the results. This expected level
of interaction is essentially at position 5, relativism, of the
Perry model. However, undergraduate students are often at
position 3 or 4, introducing a severe mismatch between ex-
pectations and ability.

The cooperative learning model was used with two teams
(1993 and 1994 “Introduction to Robotics”) with uneven re-
sults. The students simply did not have the technical knowl-
edge and methodology necessary to identify problems and
good solutions until the very end of the semester. Even during
the follow-up practicum course, after they had been exposed
to the theory, they still did not have enough hands-on experi-
ence to effectively apply this knowledge. Formal cooperative
learning methods did not seem to enhance the educational
process. The students were immediately experiencing the
benefits of cooperative learning: engagement in the material,
acting as peers with other students and professionals, and de-
veloping and refining problem-solving skills. Major obstacles
to cooperative learning included a lack of practice and
self-confidence in applying their skills. In general they had not
yet internalized the procedure of identifying a problem, gen-
erating many solutions, determining evaluation criteria, and
applying that criteria to the solutions.

Despite the mismatch between management styles and the
students’ level of intellectual maturity, the 1993 “Introduction
to Robotics” team produced a solid entry (although the entry
did not place due to a hardware failure) primarily because their
task was simpler. The winning team from JPL/Cal Tech con-
sisted of one person who programmed the robot the night be-
fore. The 1994 team was never able to grasp the increased
complexity of that year’s competition, and both the learning
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experience and entry were weak. In contrast, the 1995-97
teams operated satisfactorily under a more structured strategy.
These classes were given an overall design for the competition
entry and tasked to work on modules that were educationally
relevant to the class. Experience indicates that students are best
motivated when they can see the “big picture” at the begin-
ning of the semester, before they actually begin work. Unfor-
tunately, students are generally not knowledgeable enough to
design such a framework at the beginning of a course. More
structure combined with improved hardware contributed to
four third-place awards.

Experience also suggests that the cooperative learning tenet
of getting local experts involved is impractical and inappropri-
ate. In one variation of the cooperative learning approach re-
ported by Tribus [5], students were expected to contact
professionals in the field and solicit opinions as to what was im-
portant, in addition to the other activities. This more extreme
cooperative learning paradigm, having the students interact
with professionals to research the aims of the course and its pro-
jects, is not necessarily appropriate. Mobile robotics is a new
field, and the competitions use scenarios that require
significant innovation. There are few experts in the
field, and the team advisor is likely to be the most
knowledgeable person. In addition, the relationship
between the university and local industry can be
strained by having students constantly query an indus-
trial expert. On the other hand, a robot competition
sponsored by a national professional society could be
interpreted as being cooperative learning, since the
competition allows professionals and students to inter-
act (though in a more controlled fashion).

Cooperative learning’s most important downside is group
dynamics. If allowed to work autonomously, both the under-
graduate and graduate students tended to generate only one
solution to a problem and then “fall in love” with it. The 1994
AAAI team generated a probably more computationally com-
plex algorithm to searching a graph representing a topological
map, ignoring the well-known single-source shortest path al-
gorithm developed 20 years ago for that specific class of prob-
lems. Since this algorithm was one of several software
components, the degradation in performance might not be
noticeable. The approach of trial and error, where the students
would ideally try their approach and see it fail compared to
others, did not seem applicable. Because students were clearly
violating a fundamental principle of computer science in ap-
plying a less optimal solution, the advisor and practicum in-
structor each spent two hours attempting to review
complexity analysis and algorithm design with the team in an
attempt to get the students to change their minds. In the end,
the team had to be ordered to use the better algorithm. Note
that this illustrates some of the problems with group projects.

Based on these experiences, perhaps competitions are too
challenging for the students to function cooperatively at the rel-
ativism level and higher without significant support from the
instructor. This is particularly noteworthy since it appears that

many advisors of undergraduate teams treat them as if the mem-
bers were at position 5. This assumes that the students have had
both sufficient coursework and a very high level of intellectual
maturity. Other instructors are genuinely concerned that they
will stifle their students’ creativity. In the worst case, this as-
sumption results in a “sink or swim” attitude.

Providing an overarching architectural framework, soft-
ware modules to work on, and the set of methods to evaluate
did not appear to interfere with student creativity. Creative
students found (or made) opportunities to infuse the project
with their ideas, especially in the follow-up course. By tailor-
ing the class to positions 3 and 4, weaker students consistently
did well and often included their project as portfolio materials
for interviews.

Integration of Projects
In the “Introduction to Robotics” courses, integration of
the class projects was deferred until the follow-up
practicum course. Integration of software modules and soft-
ware with hardware is essential to producing an entry in a

competition, but it involves a great deal of work unrelated
to class. It can be deferred until after the class has been com-
pleted. If the instructor’s framework is reasonable and the
students have addressed the critical intellectual issues during
the class, the smaller set of volunteers or members of an in-
dependent study course should be able to readily integrate
the modules. Furthermore, since integration is extracurric-
ular, members of the class who were not high performers or
were not committed to the team will drop out, and the
team will be more productive.

Another advantage of deferring integration is that the in-
structor can tailor management styles. During class the in-
structor acts more like a coach, setting up practice drills,
calling the plays, etc. Based upon interactions with the stu-
dents during the semester, the instructor can decide how
much autonomy the follow-up group is able to handle.

The major disadvantage of deferring integration is that
gratification is also deferred. Some students might not be able
to participate on the team beyond their contributions in class,
even if they are a high performer.

Recent Modifications
The equivalent to “Introduction to Robotics” has been taught
once at the University of South Florida with an enrollment of
40 students, almost all computer science majors. Because of
the larger class size and initial laboratory limitations, no com-
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petition was integrated into the classroom. Two modifications
are being added to the course to compensate for the larger class
size and to reintroduce competitions into the course.

The first modification is the incorporation of Khepera ro-
bots as dedicated educational robots, and use of a soccer
competition is tentatively planned. Dedicated hardware for
the course reduces the problems associated with using re-
search robots for education. Two Khepera robots have been
successfully used during a USF “Introduction to Robotics”
project during the last six weeks of the course. Kheperas are
relatively inexpensive ($2,000 US for a basic model up to
$8,500 US for one with color vision and a gripper) and reli-
able. An excellent Unix-based simulator is available (a Win-
dows version is under development) that allows the students
to test their code before physically interacting with the robot
and possibly damaging it. Their small size (smaller than a soda
can) makes it easy to physically set up and create test do-
mains. Initially, the class was allowed to program the robots
individually using the simulator. Preliminary knock-out
rounds were held on the simulator, while semifinals and fi-

nals were conducted on the physical robots during class time.
In the future, groups of two or three students will program a
team of soccer robots using a MIROSOT or RoboCup small
league arrangement. Another option is to use Balch’s
TeamBot Java simulator, which can be customized for use
with any robot platform.

While the use of a simulator helps manage the contention
for hardware resources in a large class, it has a negative conse-
quence of eliminating true “hands-on” experience. There-
fore, the second modification will be to regain exposure to
hardware. Lego Mindstorms and Rug Warrior kits will be
used in laboratory exercises during the first six weeks of class in
place of assignments. These inexpensive kits are well suited for
illustrating reactive behaviors and simple perception, while
the Kheperas supports a project with advanced navigation and
computer vision. It is anticipated that many students will pur-
chase their own kit to keep, further reducing the cost of the
laboratory to the department.

Fielding the Entry
This article argues that a high degree of structure is useful for
integrating the intellectual challenges of a robot competition
into a course. As a result, a significant portion of the work
needed to field the entry must be done outside of class or in a
follow-up class or summer “Research Experience for Under-
graduate” format. In the case of “Introduction to Robotics,”
the instructor invited high performers to work on the compe-

tition as part of their practicum course. At USF, this is done by
offering an independent study course.

Competition activities may provide an additional opportu-
nity for intellectual development. For example, students can
now consider hardware. Hopefully, they will have acquired
enough intellectual maturity to identify the real issues to gen-
erate and evaluate multiple solutions, even if the solutions
have little to do with the class material. This section describes
issues associated with fostering intellectual development dur-
ing the extracurricular activities.

The biggest observed impediment to additional intellectual
development during extracurricular activities has been group dy-
namics. The group norms are partially established during class,
but student attrition allows the norms to be malleable. Two as-
pects of the class organization influence the final group dynamic:
overall structure of the course and milestones. In addition, having
students working on the team for subsequent years is also an ad-
vantage. Traditional group performance modifiers, such as writ-
ing mission statements, have produced mixed results.

The structure of the projects during class gives the students
an implicit standard operating procedure on how
the advisor expects decisions to be made outside of
class: identify problems, generate solutions, and
evaluate. Milestones are essentially deadlines.

The dynamics of groups in the class were influ-
enced by project deadlines. These deadlines put pres-
sure on the students and cause the groups to “form”
and “storm,” using Tuckerman’s terms. [6]. This

presents a problem at the end of class, when a small fraction of
the students in the class elect to work on the team, either for
course credit or as a volunteer. The students who stay are often
from different project groups, leaving the roles and norms
within the team unclear. Milestones developed jointly with the
sponsor and the team serve to put pressure on the team to per-
form and to begin evolving toward a favorable dynamic. It can
be difficult to arrange responsibilities so that everyone is equally
involved. For example, if a student is in charge of hardware, but
the hardware does not break during the competition, that stu-
dent does not feel as if they’ve contributed. A possible solution
is assigning each student a primary and a secondary area of re-
sponsibility. Therefore, a student in charge of hardware would
be knowledgeable enough to help test and modify navigation
code unless a hardware matter arose.

Continuity in the teams between years is helpful on many
levels. A senior can lecture a junior on the importance of soft-
ware engineering and the junior learns to have faith in the in-
structor. The instructor is reassured that the senior actually
learned something.

An unexpected positive outcome of two classes using the
same robot platform due to hardware problems has been that
the undergraduates in “Introduction to Robotics” had a
chance to mingle with the graduate students in “Advanced
Robotics.” The graduate students provide role models and
peer reinforcement. In five cases, the graduate students spon-
taneously “adopted” an undergraduate student and encour-
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aged them to go on to graduate school (three did).
Mentoring undergraduates has now become a tradition
among graduate students, and the undergraduates are fre-
quently referred to as “virtual grad students.” In addition,
one talented but unruly undergraduate was reportedly told
by a graduate student that his attitude toward the robot was
unacceptable, and his behavior subsequently improved with-
out further intercession.

Despite their popularity in business, mission statements
written by the teams either during class or during the extra-
curricular portion have rarely had any effect on group dy-
namics. Undergraduates at CSM have been exposed to
mission statements but largely reject them as a creation de-
signed for the instructor. Graduate students tend to be more
amenable to writing mission statements, but they still tend to
duplicate the mission of their advisor. Writing a mission
statement appeared to aid the positive group formation of
only one team. What did seem to work was for the instructor
to have a strong mission statement that included student roles
and for the instructor to remind them of this continually.
The author’s mission has always been to derive the most edu-

cational value from the competition. Winning is never part
of the mission per se, but students are reminded that because
they have addressed the competition with intellectual rigor,
winning is anticipated.

An important aspect of fielding an entry is the follow-up.
Students will be reluctant to compose an analysis of what hap-
pened and why. If the competition is an extracurricular activ-
ity, students cannot be forced to submit a write-up. The value
of the follow-up report comes from encouraging students to
think in analytical terms. The instructor generally knows what
happened, why, and how to avoid the problems encountered
later. Also, the instructor is the one most likely to do the bulk
of writing for any publication.

Fentiman and Demel [7] present a formal methodology for
having students document their design projects and present re-
sults. Many of the documents and steps involved would be use-
ful if the sole objective were the competition. The
methodology appears significantly time consuming, so much so
that it is unclear whether students would complete it volun-
tarily. An alternative strategy is to request each student to pro-
duce a one-page report. Since the follow-up report is an
important educational tool, it is worth the additional time to re-
peatedly urge students to submit the report. Even if the report is
never written down, it will stimulate reflection on their role in
the project.

Conclusions
In conclusion, design competitions can be effectively integrated
into coursework. The “Introduction to Robotics” course con-
sistently earned a much higher rating by the students than the
departmental average for courses. At the same time, the course
received only a slightly above average rating on workload. This
indicated that the project was perceived by the students as being
within their capabilities. The “Advanced Robotics” course re-
ceived higher ratings than the department average, and one year
it was given a 4.0 rating for the course overall.

A design competition can provide both motivating exam-
ples of how abstract concepts can be transferred to practice and
meaningful assignments and projects. The added stimulus of
the competition encourages the students to put forth their best
effort in identifying problems, generating and evaluating solu-
tions, working in a group, and applying knowledge. A com-
petition provides an opportunity to further the intellectual
development of a student, particularly since the traditional
team organization favors students at the relativism stage of
Perry’s model. Undergraduate students are unlikely to be at
that stage, and the advisor should help the students move to-

wards relativism. Follow-on courses or extracurric-
ular experiences can lead to a competitive entry, as
seen by the five awards and seven publications gar-
nered by the CSM teams. Experiences at CSM were
gained through small-sized classes, but this should
not serve as a deterrent from trying the described
methods.

Many advisors approach teams with a “sink or
swim” attitude, assuming that the students have

had enough coursework and experience to succeed on their
own or learn from their failures. This assumption places stu-
dents at the relativism position already. Observations of five
undergraduate and graduate classes and eight competition
teams suggest that it is better to expect the students to operate
at the early multiplicity stage. Rather than expecting students
to be autonomous, a more appropriate strategy is to treat the
intellectual challenges inherent in the competition as oppor-
tunities to practice problem-solving skills and to internalize
those skills under favorable conditions. As the students rein-
force their skills under supervision, they should move toward
a position of relativism.

Incorporating a design competition into coursework re-
quires a significant investment of time and thought. The in-
structor must plan well in advance in order to by identify the
most suitable competition and to adapt the relevant aspects to
the class population. The importance of access to hardware
and its timely maintenance cannot be overemphasized. As-
signments and projects need to be done on a robot in order to
expose students to a realistic experience. If there is a hardware
breakdown, learning is disrupted, and the students become
frustrated.

Integrating the opportunities afforded by a design competi-
tion into a classroom situation should be highly structured.
The instructor must identify the aspects of the competition
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that apply directly to the educational objectives of the class,
while deferring the other aspects to extracurricular activities.
The instructor must formulate the relevant challenges of the
competition into class projects that are implemented and eval-
uated. An overarching framework or system architecture must
be provided to facilitate students’ ability to visualize the over-
all challenge. Limitations on modifications to the hardware or
other systems must also be explicit in order maintain student
focus on solutions that support the educational objectives.
Following the competition and outside of class, follow-up re-
ports should be encouraged.

This strategy provides some certainty that the competi-
tion itself did not distract from the educational enterprise
and that each student should experience intellectual
growth. The burden on the advisor is reduced in the long
run, because the strategy minimizes the frustrations due to
mismatched competitions, erroneous expectations of stu-
dent intellectual maturity, and lack of focus on the course
material. Indeed, the strategy may do more than facilitate
the integration of a competition into a robotics course: it
led to the author receiving two teaching awards from grad-
uating seniors at CSM.
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